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crack. 5.2 step by step. 4.0 build 4.1 build 5.1.Beirut (AFP) - Washington has notified allies and
partners of plans to "maintain our military option" for Syria even though an alleged chemical attack
by President Bashar al-Assad's regime was "not credible", a US official said Wednesday. Pressed on
the issue by reporters at a press briefing, a US State Department official said Washington believed

that it was "critical" to inform the world of plans to maintain military options. "It is critical to maintain
our military option on the table for the foreseeable future," the official said. Asked if the United
States was planning to strike at Syria, the official said it was not "in a position to offer any more

clarity than that." The official said President Donald Trump's administration was "absolutely focused
on what we need to do in terms of moving beyond the initial phase of this process" of planning for a

military operation, or strike, against Assad's regime. "There's a work with a number of nations --
some of whom are our allies and some of whom are not, some that are in a position to do more and

some who can provide less," the official said. "We're in ongoing discussions with our European
partners and we're eager to see what their appetite and capacity is." The comments followed a
report in the Washington Post that the administration was considering using a 2016 US missile

defence system to launch a chemical attack on Syria in retaliation for alleged use of nerve agent in
the town of Khan Sheikhoun earlier this week. The missile defence system, known as Terminal High
Altitude Area Defence (THAAD), is currently deployed in South Korea and is equipped to intercept
missiles in mid-air. US officials have previously said that the missile system is not designed to hit

targets on the ground. Syria has denied responsibility for the alleged chemical weapons attack in the
town of Khan Sheikhoun, which left scores dead, as well as for a gas attack in April on the outskirts

of Damascus. Story continues "These allegations are false... Any action
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